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would exclude public participation
given that the existing procedure (i.e.,
without the rule change) provides the
public more opportunity for knowledge
of an ISFSI license application because
there is a second publication of notice
and an open Commission meeting on
the application. A second commenter
expressed the view that the proposed
rule should not be applied to its
pending petition for hearings on the
Calvert Cliffs ISFSI.

Another commenter criticized NRC
for what the commenter called a refusal
to open NRC doors to public
participation on the spent fuel storage
issue despite growing public opposition
to spent fuel storage as a threat to the
environment. That commenter cited
public hearing requests from the
Michigan Attorney General and citizens
interested in the Palisades nuclear plant
in a recent NRC storage cask approval
rulemaking (58 FR 17948; April 7, 1993)
and argued other facilities were also
experiencing public opposition to spent
fuel storage or transportation plans.

Response: Commission procedures
provide a broad opportunity for public
participation in ISFSI decisions. The
Commission is not changing the public
participation process in any manner in
this rulemaking.

Rather, these rulemaking amendments
mainly affect future NRC proceedings in
which the public chooses not to
participate. In this regard, we should
highlight the limiting language in
amended § 72.46(d) which begins with
the words ‘‘If no request for a hearing or
petition to intervene is filed * * *.’’ If,
on the other hand, an interested member
of the public does want to participate in
a hearing on an ISFSI license, then these
rulemaking amendments will in no way
limit the opportunity to do so. In
addition, the amendments will not
change the right of hearing participants
to request Commission review before
any ISFSI license is issued.

The public participation
opportunities in NRC site-specific
licenses for ISFSIs were detailed in the
Commission’s notice of proposed
rulemaking, as follows:

Under the Commission’s rules of practice,
after receipt of an application for a specific
license for interim spent fuel storage in an
ISFSI, the NRC publishes a notice of
proposed action and opportunity for hearing
in the Federal Register to potentially
interested entities and persons (10 CFR
2.105, 72.46(a)). Among other things, the
notice indicates that any person whose
interest may be affected may file a request for
a hearing or a petition for leave to intervene.
Potentially affected persons and entities have
a right to obtain all relevant NRC staff safety
documents, as well as all technical
submissions of the license applicant. They

may request a hearing or provide written
comments before any final NRC action on an
ISFSI license application (10 CFR 2.105). If
a hearing on the application is held before an
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, issuance
of a specific license for an ISFSI by NRC
must await completion of the hearing and the
initial decision by the Board, and must be
appropriately conditioned in light of the
Board’s findings and conclusions on the
matters determined in the hearing (10 CFR
2.760). Under NRC rules of practice, hearing
participants have the right to request
Commission review of the Board’s decision,
including the right to request that the
effectiveness of the Board’s decision be
stayed, and that the Commission undertake
review before license issuance if they believe
the facts warrant such a review (10 CFR
2.786, 2.788). Of course, absent a stay
request, under the general rule which the
Commission is now proposing to restore, the
Board’s decision would be immediately
effective, and the Director would issue the
ISFSI license within 10 days after the
decision, without being required to obtain
additional, express Commission
authorization to do so (See 10 CFR 2.764 (a)
and (b)).

The opportunity for public hearing
described above, including the
opportunity to request Commission
review before issuance of a site-specific
license for an ISFSI, will continue even
with adoption of these rulemaking
amendments. Accordingly, because the
amendments have no effect at all on
public participation, they would also
have no retroactive effect on any
petition regarding Calvert Cliffs.

Therefore, regarding the comment that
NRC doors are closed to public
participation generally on spent fuel
storage issues, the Commission believes
the true facts are quite different. With
respect to the commenter’s criticism of
an unrelated 1993 NRC cask-approval
final rule (58 FR 17948; April 7, 1993),
involving a storage cask (i.e., VSC–24)
later used at the Palisades nuclear plant,
which is not a relevant matter to be
addressed in this rulemaking, the final
rule and public participation procedures
were recently upheld by the United
States Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit. Kelley v. Selin, No. 93–3613
(6th Cir., Jan. 11, 1995) (‘‘* * *
[P]etitioners’ assertion that the NRC
attempted to shut them out of
meaningful participation on the
question of the use of the VSC–24 casks
is meritless.’’). The description of and
rationale for that rulemaking process
can be found in the 1993 final rule (e.g.,
58 FR 17962–63; April 7, 1993).

The Commission has been entrusted
with the responsibility to protect the
public health and safety, and to provide
adequate assurance for public
confidence, in the safe storage of spent
nuclear fuel from nuclear power plants

in the United States. It is NRC’s
responsibility as a regulator to verify the
adequate protection of the public health,
safety, and the environment, and to
conduct its processes in the open with
opportunity for full public participation.
In carrying out its responsibilities, NRC
will continue to rely on, among other
things, a careful, comprehensive public
health and safety examination of each
ISFSI application, addressing NRC
requirements covering site-related
parameters, facility design, systems for
protection against potential accidents,
quality assurance and quality control,
worker training, emergency planning,
and operating plans and programs to
ensure protection of the public from
radiation and radioactive materials. To
provide further assurance, NRC will
continue to rely on a broad, selectively
applied program of nuclear plant
inspections and compliance reviews,
using resident inspectors stationed at
each nuclear plant ISFSI site throughout
the United States, supported by
augmented, expert teams as may be
necessary to judge the quality of
licensee compliance with ISFSI
requirements. NRC will also continue to
conduct its ISFSI activities through an
open regulatory process that
demonstrates, at all stages, an objective
and full consideration of public views
and concerns.

2. Comment: There are growing
technical problems which should lead
NRC not to go forward with its ISFSI
storage rulemaking proposal.

One commenter claimed that
technical problems at existing ISFSIs
show dry storage will not prove to be a
satisfactory solution to utilities’ need for
additional spent fuel storage capacity.
The commenter claimed that dry casks
at the Surry ISFSI were operating
beyond their designed thermal,
radiation and pressure limits; it also
claimed that casks systems at Palisades
and systems proposed for use elsewhere
have inadequate thermal safety margin.
The commenter stated that internal NRC
studies (CNWRA–93–0006, May 1993)
raise other safety problems that will
increase spent fuel management costs
which the public ultimately must pay.
The commenter argued that, given the
problems, NRC should not amend its
ISFSI licensing procedures as proposed.

Response: Although the comment
principally relates to specific plants and
therefore seeks to present broader issues
independent of the narrow procedural
subject matter of this rulemaking, the
following information is offered to
address the stated concerns.

Spent fuel has been safely stored in
independent storage casks at the Surry
nuclear plant site for nearly seven years


